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Sar.no to coal
The Supreme LuurI r 'ecently

ruled that carbon dioxide is a poi-
lutant. President Bush announced
that he would establish nerv rules
to regulate CO2 emissions. Things
are changing, bur some companibs
refuse to acknowledge the nerv
realities in our world. FPL has oro-
posed buildrng a $5J billion coal-
lred power plant in Moore Haven
and guarantees this faciliry will
burn coal cleaner than other coal-
fired power facilities. It also will
have a yet unproven "new" tech-
nology for removing and storing
the CO2.

I, like many FPL customers, am
skeptical about the astronomical
amount of money that will be spent
building this dinosaur of a plant. If
FPL can't store or sequester the
CO2, they run the very real risk of
getting partially finished with con-
struction, only to be subjected to
new CO2 pollution laws that could
cause them to abandon the faciliry.
This has happened in the past to
nuclear power plants that still sit
abandoned. These power cus-
tomers are still paying for those
past mistakes.

Yes, we need more electrical
power, but it needs to be near the
demand and be clean power. We do
not have the money or the time to
waste on a power plant that is a

huge poliuter wlueh hlr 'lr, r tssi-
bility of being shut down. If we
need this power plant so badly, why
are we not seehg more aggressive
measures to reduce our energv
demand? This is far easier and le-ss
expensive than buiiding a new
power plant. Other power compa-
nles are spearheading dynamic
ways to reduce demand; FpL could
do more in this department.

Furthermore, why do you think
this coal power plant is being built
in one of the most rura.l areas of
Florida, far from where the coal is
comirg from? Could it be that no
one else rvants the dirt, the smell,
or the toxic mercury that has
afilicted other areas ofthe countrv?
Those communities around the
mountains have ali said no to more
coal- f i red power p lants being
upwind of them.

There is a better way. Say no to
coal. Say yes to ciean sustainable
power and efficiency.
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